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Honoring ·a professor
by Suzan E. Curth
CENTRAL

.,

F~ORIDA

FUTURE

Marketing students, faculty and alumni will gather
soon to show their support for a
new scholarship fund set up in
honor of a former department
chairman at UCF.
To help launch the newly .
instituted Dr. Gordon Paul
Scholarship Fund, several of
his friends and associates are
throwing a ten-year reunion
party for all marketing
alumni.
The "Ground Hog Eve
Party" will be held on Feb. 1
from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. at
Sweeney's Bar and Grill.
Tickets are $3 and can be
purchased at the door or at
Kiosk. This event is open to the
public, and peop1e18 and older
are encouraged to attend. All
proceeds will go to the Dr. Paul
Scholarship Fund.
Marketing faculty member
Mary Joyce said, "We're instituting this scholarshlp for two
reasons: one is to honor Dr.
Gordon Paul, who has given 11
years marketing experience to
UCF, and two, because we
have a very active undergraduate marketing program
and we really want to help
students finance their educa-

tion."
Popular deejays Tommy
and Paul from WHTQ-FM will
be masters of ceremonies and
will help raise donations. Also,
"The Dead Pigs," a band consisting of marketing professors, alumni and friends, will
help entertain the crowd with
what band member and marketing faculty, Dr. Mike Morris, calls, "an innovative approach to abusing rock 'n' roll."
"It's going to be a wild party,
and we'd really like a lot of
support," Morris added.
"We hope to raise between
$10,000 and $15,000, but not
in this evening alone," said
Morris. "This is a kick-off to
help get corporate backing."
Joyce stated that they have
had the idea for the scholarship for a long time, but have
only begun working on the
event for the last two months.
"This event is designed to let
Paul know how important an
individual he is to the university, business community, and
to his friends."
Marketing major Paul
Birutis is in charge of promoting the event. Over 2,200 tickets have been sent to alumni
and faculty. Several colleagues from Gainesville,
Michigan, and Massachusetts,

are expected to attend the
roast in his honor.
Birutis said, "It's been a
combined effort between the
marketing faculty and students to help launch the new
scholarship in Paul's name."
Paul had previously served
as chairman of the department
of marketing at UCF and at
the University of Massachusetts-Amherst. UCF marketing student Dave Waterman,
explained, "Dr. Paul was the
force of recruiting the quality
faculty we have today."
Morris, added, "In a sense
he created the department.
He's very widely recognized
scholar around the United
States."
Paul is recognized nationally in the marketing field for
his work in the educational
and ·consulting levels. He has
written several books in these
areas which relate to marketing management and strategy.
Two of his books are used at

CF.
"He's given so much to marketing and academics, in general, over his lifetime. He's and
excellent guy," commented
Waterman. "He's helped many
students who had potential in
marketing and has taken
many people under his wing."

Admissions game misleading ·
UCF becoming first choice for more HS students
by Deni Swift
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF is gaining a reputation with students
throughout the state for having lower admissions standards.
However, according to Dr. John Bush, director of admissions, that beliefis a misconception
brought on by a lack of understanding of limited
access programs.
Bush said that the purpose of a limited access
program is to keep the student population down
due to lack of facilities. The restrictions for a
particular college are decided by that colleges'
faculty and dean after a detailed study has been
done regarding its number of students and its
capacity to meet each student's needs.
Ralph Boston, director of community college
relations at UCF, said, "Every university has a
certain number oflimited access programs, but

•

the restrictions depend on the university and
the program and whether they want to have
limited access."
In some of colleges, UCFhas admission standards that are comparable with other Florida
schools. For example, a student must have a
2.75 GPA to get into the computer science program here. The department of communications,
however, requires a 2.25 GPA
"Most rapidly growing institutions such as
UF versus USF, have the problem of having
many well-qualified students," Brown said.
He continued that after two decades UCF is
joining those ranks. According to Bush, UCF
has 1,000 more students enrolled this spring
than in the spring of1987. "We are now becoming the first choice more and more," he said."At
Lyman (an Orlando area·high school), this fall
was the first year more students opted for UCF
as first choice, whereas before we were second
choice to UF:"

1.AtJJieJorgenaen/CENmALFLORl A

UCF student Doniel Wooley(left) will team up with Jim
EatonCbock) and Greg Dill of Boomer's pub to break briGks
and raise money for Muscular Dystrophy.

Student trying to bust
record by breaking bricks
· Wooley says he is experienced at breaking bricks but
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
still risks a 50 percent chance
of injury.
Wooley is attempting the
UCFstudentDaniel Wooley
says he will attempt to beat the feat for charity.
Wooley, ·a fourth degree
world's record for the number
of bricks split with a head black belt in Judo and Jujitsu,
is training to try out for the
break.
According to Wooley, the U.S. Judo team. He hopes to
existing record of 10 bricks compete in the 1988 Olympics.
He helps teach Judo at UCF
was set in 1979.
He says he matched that and also intends to hold a free
number once but suffered a rape prevention class for UCF
concussion in the attempt and women in the near future.
His world-record attempt is
has not tried it since. Stanley
Lyzak, a student taking Tae scheduled for 10:30 p.m. FriKwon Do at UCF, says it will day at Boomer's and will include other demonstrations as
be hard to break the bricks.
"Dan will need complete si- well. Greg Dill, co-manager of
lence. I have confidence in him Boomer's, says the cov.er
though." He said that the im- charge will be $3 per person
pact has to be "dead center on and all proceeds will go to
the bricks.~ His head will have Muscular Dystrophy.
"By going for the world recto drive all the way through to
the bottom of the stack of ord," says Wooley, "I'm going
bricks which stands as high as for everything I can. And one
time, I'm going to break it."
his chest.

by Leslie Jorgensen
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• Assistant Sports Editor
Scott Broden takes an indepth look atthe men's
tennis team and its new
coach, Mike DeFranco,
a former standout .
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• The powerful art rock ·
of Yes hits Florida. Read
all about it in Confetti's
special Yes edition. Plus,
explore Something Different and think about a
Woodstock '88
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WAYNE DENSCH, .INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Jenny Gilleece .
679-6622
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• LIBRARY FINES
On Feb. 1, responsibility for
billing and collecting library
fines will be shifted from the library to the Cashier's Office.
As part of the transfer, the
December amnesty period for
returning late books has been
extended to Jan. 31. University officials say this is a onetime only amnesty period.
Questions about fine bills
should be directed to the Student Accounts Office, CAD 112,
275-2433), Monday through
Friday.
Fine bills may be paid in
person at the Cashier's Office,
by use of the deposit box located by the doors on the reflecting pool side of the Administration Building, or may
be mailed to the address
shown on the bill.

11

1.

•SAFE RIDE HOME
Safe Ride Home cards are
still on sale at the Kiosk for $5.
Several students used their

cards over the Christmas holidays when a safe ride home
was needed ... free of charge.
Remember, your problem need
not be alcohol related. Any
time you need a safe ride, we'll
be there.
• COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
The UCF College Republicans have a meeting in Student Center 211 at 5 p.m. Jan.
28.
If you would like to assist
campaign efforts for the coming fall or merely feel politically motivated, you are welcome to attend.
• WITHDRAW DEADLINE
The last day to withdraw
from classes is Feb. 26.
Also, touchtone registration
for th.e summer term will begin
April 11.
Your appointment for registration time will be on your
Trail and Advisement schedule.

• JA1.1. CONCERT
The UCF Jazz Lab, which will
appear in July at the Montreux Jazz Festival, will perform at Chris's House of Beef
on Jan. 24 from 2 p.m. until 6
p.m. The restaurant is located
at the intersection of John
Young Parkway and State
Road 50. Admission, available
at the door, will be $10, and
includes a free buffet. Proceeds will go toward the band's
European tour.
•

SK RUN
The Fourth Annual "Run for
Literacy" will be held at 8 a.m.
on Feb. 27. The race will be
held at the Stouffer Orlando
Resort and will be followed by
a complementary continental
breakfast and an awards ceremony with giveaways including vacation packages.
Sponsered by the Literacy
Volunteers of America in Central Florida, the race attracts
runners from all over the coun-

try. Proceeds will go to benefit
the thousands in Central Florida who are unable to read or
write.

schools.
Also, positions exist in the
health care and private practice sectors of the speech/language pathology and audiology professions.
• NEWSCLIPS
If your organization has an
Demand for new graduates
announcement it would like to is growing more rapidly than
see published in N ewsclips, university programs can projust send the information , duce personnel.
(typed, please) and label it in
Now is the time to consider
large, bold lettering, "NEW· getting in on a growing
SCLIPS."
healthcare profession. For
Send your contributions to more information call 275News Editor, The Central 2121.
Florida Future, UCF, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, FL, 32816.
• THEATER OF THE DEAF
N ewsclips are run on a
UCF will continue its public
space available basis.
colloquia series Feb. 12 with a
lecture-demonstration by ac• SPEECH PATHOLOGISTS
tors in the National Theater of
The UCF department of the Deaf.
Communicative Disorders enThe free 2 p.m. program in
courages students to consider UCFs Black Box Theater will
a career as a speech/language provide an animated and inpathologist. Thi~year's survey formative look at the concept
by the Florida Department of and history of the company,
Education reports 250 unfilled which was created nearly 20
positions in the state's public years ago.

~-------------~--,
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• Harry's has flowers in the bookstore
• FREE Delivery on campus
Call Harrys for special orders

I
I
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I
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20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription .
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solid color tint
Choose from selected frames - No &.Jbstltutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

_

L--~~~~~-~~~t.:2~~~---~

Put your Potential into Action with Student Government

College of Business & Education
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Career Expo

U.S. starts to get tough
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

The federal government
has announced another ~l 
scale, coast-to-coast assault on
deadbeats" who owe money to
the government, including
those who haven't repaid student loans.
Attomej General Edwin
Meese, in
announcing
"Operation Deadbeat" Jan. 15,
said the federal government

would withhold delinquent
borrowers' federal tax refunds,
seize their property and hire
private lawyers to help prose- cute them.
The program is aimed at
collecting about $80 billion in
unpaid obligations to the government. About $5.3 billion is
held by former students who
haven't repaid student loans.
At his press conference,
Meese reported a U.S. attor-

Does

SEE LOANS PAGE 5

Going the extra mile, exceeding our customers' expectations,
that's what Barnett Banks is all about. We've never lost sight of
our mission: to provide the most comprehensive financial services possible. Consequently, Barnett's people are chosen not
just for their skills and talent, but for their special qualities of
dedication, pride and enthusiasm as well.

Term Pap~r Due Tomorrow?
Let Us Type It For You!

..

If you'd be especially motivated by an aggressive, largely decentralized organization in which extra effort is recognized and
rewarded, consider a future with Barnett. As we continue to
expand our portfolio of services throughout Florida and in
Georgia, we'll need your drive for success .

January

26
Executive
Services

TERM PAPER

So be sure to see our representatives, coming to your campus on
February 5, 1988, and discuss our
Management Associates Program
with them. They will give you the
details that could get you started in
an exciting career with Barnett.

DUE

1/28

We offer word processing, a laser printer,
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop
Publishing. We also have a copy machine
with color (red and blue) capabilities.

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
February 5, 1988

249-1263

.

Special Discount
Rates for Students

•

Barnett Ban k s, Inc.

We look forward
to seeing you!

An Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer.

We Set The Standard.

Located in the Holiday Inn, behind UC6 Theatre s

SfICKLITS®
PRESENT

U.S. COLLEGECOMEDY COMPOITION
Febuary 4, 1988
DATE

8Qm
Student Acti'Vities Center
PLACE

TWO FUN WAYS TOWIN!
WIN A SHOT AT COMEDY FAME AND FORTUNE

WIN A FR& COMEDY CONCERT AT YOUR satOOL

U.S. College Comedy tolenl scouts ore coming lo your compus in 1eorth of the funniest college student in
the cownlry!
• Win otripto Doytono Beoth to perform bofore throngs of vacationingstudenl! during Spring
Breok.
• Perform live ot the lomou1 Comic Strip in New York!
• Receive on Olliciol U.S. COLLEGE COMEDY I-shirt!
• Stop by the U.S. COLLEGECOMEDYCOMPETITION site of your 1chool l hour eorlyto enter
Even ii you're not seeking comedy fa me and fo rtune, STICKLETS 11J and DORITOS® brand Cool
Ranch® brand flovor Tortilla Chips invite you to come by lo watch the euilemenl ond enjoy two
delicious products.

Save those empty STICKLETS Natural Flavor Gum potks and DORITOS brond Tortilla Chip bog1l

PAC Is funded through the Activities ondServlces Fees, as allocated

• Win o FREE Comedy Concert al your school starring Larry "Bud" Melman and Gilbert
Goltfried!
•Get your entire campus 10 colle<t STICKLETS Natural Flavor Gum pocks and DORITOS "'
brand Cool Ranch* brand flavor Tortilla Chip bags and deposit rhem at the Ofhcial U.S.
COLLEGE COMEDY Entry Displays.
• The school colle<ting the most w rappe~ wins!
S..1ht Olliciol En1ry D11play for comple1e culei or wn1t 10 THE US COLLEGE COMEDY COMPCTITION , l~S W281h S11tt1 /1 lO·R.
New Yock. HY 10001

by the
PllODUCID llY U.S. CONCIPll, INC.

University of Centro I Florido .

I •SWEST28Jfl STREET NEWYORK. N.Y 10001 212·71•·0060

•
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Fuss over hai· stirring 60s-like sentiments in Lakeland
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICt

One male student at Florida Southern Co1lege
preferred hair to there, but 11 others yielded to an
administration demand to trim their hair before
returning to campus.
The ultimatum brought international notoriety to
the conservative campus and, for some students at
least, waked the ghosts of the sixties, when students
at schools across the country frequently protested to
overturn dress codes.
The uproar begun in December when Frank Szabo
assistant dean of students at the Lakeland college:

LOANS
FROM PAGE4

ney in western Kentucky
seized a BMW from a teacher
who had defaulted on a student loan taken out in 1976.
The Reagan administration
has for years attempted to

pulled the l2 students out of pre-registration lines.
He ordered them to cut their hair during Christmas
break to conform to the Methodist college's dress
code, or to transfer to another school.
Although upset, 11 of the 12 students did have
their hair cut and registered at FSC last week. One
transferred to Purdue. Szabo refused to comment on
the situation, but did explain that FSC's dress code
had been in force for "many moons."
James D'Loughy, FSC student body. president,
termed the dress code "archaic and puritanical."
The incident should have been handled differently, said D'Loughy, who thought most students at
FSC were "outraged" by the incident.
·
"They let the girls have really short hair and far-

recover unpaid student loans
from defaulters. In November,
Secretary of Education William J. Bennett threatened to
expel colleges and trade
schools from all federal student aid programs if they allow future loan default rates
·to exceed 20 percent. In October, President Reagan ap-

proved legislation that allows
the Justice Department to
hire private attorneys to litigate defaulted loans. In recent
years, the Education Department has also worked with the
Internal Revenue Service to
withhold tax refunds from
defaulters, reported defaulters to credit bureaus, hired

out hairdos. The policy doesn't specifically say what
an extreme (hairstyle) is," said freshman Mike De
Rosimo, one of the 12 students given the ultimatum.
The FSC dress code, in fact, makes no reference to
hair, D'Loughy contended. "It's subjective. It talks
about anything 'extreme in appearance."
Does that mean overweight? Does it mean musclebound? It's hard to know what they look for."
FSC students are scheduled to voice their concerns
about the incident at a student government meeting
this week.
WWe hope to rewrite the policy and make it more
specific, but I'm not optimistic about making the
changes," said D'Loughy. "The administrators are
very puritanical on personal appearance issues."

private collection agencies and
garnished wages. Four days
after the debut of "Operation
Deadbeat," a "default summit"
called by Rep. Pat Williams, DMont., to forge a national plan
to cut the number of Guaranteed Student Loan defaults
ended, with Williams saying
he had enough information to

write a bill.
College aid directors and
education associations were
represented at the meeting,
which discussed remedies
ranging from better screening
of students wanting loans to
cutting schools with high default rates out of the GSL program.

GREAT ~~t~TUNITI
Call between 4 PM - 9 PM at the area of your choice:

Panallla Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS

.,

Work pool ide at omc of Central Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and representing Panama Jack tanning products. We're looking for
energetic & outgoing people that enjoy working in the
un! For further info. call days: 345-8944; evenings
849-7871. Leave name & phone number.

Casselberry
Apopka
Altamonte
Goldenrod
Rosemont

260-6136
682-1487
332-0107
679-5988
293-4108

Pine Hills
Sanford
Orlando
S. Orlando
Winter Park

297-0254
330-3016

281-8832
855-5627
629-2431

COMING TUESDAY FEBRUARY 2No ...

BUSINESS JOB FAIR
SPONSORED BY THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND THE
CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
A chance for UCF ~tudents and employers
to get together to discuss career and
employment opportunities
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS
•FBI
• Orlando Sentinel
•Cuthill & Eddy, CPA
• Bell South Mobility
• Koivu, Ruta & Co.
·Arthur Young & Co.
• General Electric Co.
·Sherwood Capital, Inc.
• Harris Corporation
• Davgar Restaurants, Inc.
• Florida Choice Food & Drugs
·Crum & Foster Commercial
Insurance Co.
• First Union National Ba~k

• Orlando Regional Medical Center
• Mutual of Omaha Companies
• Harcourt, Brace Jovanovitch, Inc. .
·Wallace Computer Services, Inc.
·Lovelace, Roby & Co.
• Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
• Ernst & Whinney
• Citizens & Southern Bank Corp.
• United Telephone of Florida
• Blinder, Robinson & Co., Inc.
• Haberty Furniture Co., Inc.
• Price Waterhouse
• U.S. Office of Perso.nnel Management
• Touche, Ross ·& Company

LOCATION: HOL.IDAY INN - UCF AREA 12125 HIGH TECH AVE.
TIME: ONE PM TO SIK PM
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ATTENTIO-N:

.STUDENT GOVERNMENT'S

Public Administration Majors
In the past, students planning to graduate with a degree in
Public Administration were seemingly forced into taking
graduate classes and paying graduate fees for those classes.
Because of a lack of faculty and qualified adjuncts and requirements at this university to offer classes at area camp.uses, the
Public Administration department offered too many 5000
level classes during recent semesters. Dr. Shapek has announced that additional 4000 level classes will be developed
to be used as restricted electives, and additional funding will
be sought in order to offer a broader selection of undergraduate classes.

•••

**************

That's right. Student Government
provides you with free use of typewriters so
you can drum up great looking homework.
: Typewriters are located in the Student
:• Government Offices and are open from 9
: AM - 11 PM, Monday - Thursday, 9 AM
: - 9 PM Friday and 5 PM -11 PM Sunday.
: March right down and take advantage of
:• your Student Government Services.
•

:

§

~

~

: \
•

•
•

sTUDENTS

~00

•
e

r.

~

\

•
:
:
:•
:
:
:
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Students are reminded that they may take courses related to
their sub-field of choice in Public Administration from other
departments or programs. These courses can be used to fulfill
the eighteen hours of restricted electives even if they are not
listed on the PAD degree requirement checksheet. This
· should only be done in consultation with the student's advisor.
If you have questions regarding your choices of classes,
contact your advisor. Please feel free to contact me at X 2191
if you have any further questions.

•
Student Government is
funded through the Ac-

•

e

dent Government of The
University of Central
Florida.

:
•
•

Student Government is
funded through the Activities &. Services Fees,
as allocated by the Student Government of The
University of Central ·
Florida.

;J}l; SERVING :::~:~c:eF:~ :
~..
:

~,>

0

\. , ....
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STUDENTS

•at~~

•

·------------------------------------------·
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.FREE PHONES!
Student Government has made available FREE Student Phones
Take Advantage of the Courtesy Phones
for all of Your Local Calls
LOCATIONS

~

Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
Administration Bldg.••••••••••••••• !st & 2nd Floors
Education Building ·
~I

Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Near Lab
·Engineering Building ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center ••••••••••••••••Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
~.JJiology Building•••••.• ••••••••••• •.• •••• 2nd Floor Loun·g e
Library••••• ••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••• ~nd & 3rd Floors
-

,.

..

~;~~::!:~!:~~~~:~:::;::Jiii
.,.,

•

..
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THE NCR $300,000 STAKEHOillER
ESSAY COMPETIDON FOR STUDENTS
THE MISSION

THE CHALLENGE

To CREATE VAWE
Ar NCR, we've found that in

To WIN

order to create value, we must first
satisfy the legitimate expectations
of every person with a stake in our
company. We call these people our
stakeholders, and we attempt to
satisfy their expectations by
promoting partnerships in which
everyone is a winner.

• We believe in building mutually
beneficial and enduring relationships
with all of our stakeholders based
on conducting busin~s activities
with integrity and respect.
• We take customer satisfaction
personally: we are commiued lo
pruvi,ding superior value in our
products and services on a continuing
basis.
• We respect the individuality of
each employee and foster an
environment in which employees'
creativity and productivity are
encouraged, recognized, valued and
rewarded.
• We think of our suppliers as partners
who share our goal of achieving the
highest quality standards and the
most consistent level of service.
• We are committed to being caring
and supportive corporate citizens
within the worldwide communities
in which we aperate.
• We are dedicated to creating value
for our sharehoUlers and financial
communities by performing in a
manner that will enhance the return
on their investments.

We're so committed to our mission
that we're encouraging the next
generation of leaders to re-examine
America's business values. We're
doing this by holding the NCR
Stakeholder Essay Competition
which all full-time undergraduate
and graduate college or university
students may enter. Entries should
explore th topic: 'Creating Value
for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Not-for-Profit
Organizations.
The student chosen as the first
place winner will be awarded
$50,000 cash. Plus, the entrant's
school will receive $100,000 in
NCR data processing equipment.
The second place winner will
receive $15 000 cash and the
entrant's school will receive $35 ,000
in equipment. One hundred $1,000
awards of merit will be given to
chosen participants. In addition,
selected award-winning entrants
will be invited to attend the first
NCR International Symposium on
Stakeholders to be held June 9 & 10,
1988, in Dayton, Ohio.

NC~s Mission:

THE

RULES

l) The NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition is open
to any full-time undergraduate or graduate student
attending an accredited college or university in the
United States or its territories.
2) Entries must be original, unpublished work on
the topic: "Creating Value for All Stakeholders in
Corporations and/or Noc-for-Profit Organizations."
Essays must not exceed 3,000 words. Areas of
ctiscussion may include, but are not Limited to: Ethics,
Corporate Governance, Strategic Management, Social
Responsibility, or Managing Change as these topics
relate to managing for stakeholders.
3) Enrries must be typed, double-spaced on 8Y2" x l l"
bond paper, one side only. A separate cover sheet
should List the entrant's name, school, home address
and tide of the essay. Subsequent pages should be
numbered sequentially and include the essay title in
the upper right margin. WlD.llers will be required to
produce proof of current full-time college or university
enrollment.
4) All entries must be po anarked by March 31, 1988,
and received by April l 5, 1988 to be eligible for
consideration. Submit entries to: NCR Stakeholder
Essay Competition, NCR Corporation, Stakeholder
Relations Division, Dayton, Ohio 45479. NCR is not
responsible for, and will not consider, lace, Jost or
misdirected entries.
5) In the event any prize winner is a minor, the cash
award will be made to his/her parent or guardian.
6) Awards to inctividuals will be reported as income on
rRS Form 1099. All raxes are che responsibility of
the recipients.
7) Award winners wiU be required to sign publicity
releases and affidavits of eligibility and compliance
with all rules governing the competition. Failure to
return executed affidavits and releases within IS days
of receipt wiU cause the award to be nuU and void.
8) All entries become the property of NCR and will not
be returned.
9) By participating in this competition entrants agree to
these rules and the decisions of che judges which
shall be final in all respects, and further agree to the
use of their names, likenesses and entries for NCR
advertising and publicity purposes without any further
compensation.
State and territorial judges will consist of panels that
include NCR stakeholders. Final selections will be made
from state and territory winners by a national panel
of judges.
If clarification is necessary, call (513) 445-1667, 8am-5pm

EST.
Award winners will be notified.on or about May 16, 1988.
To obtain a list of finalists, send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to:
NCR Stakeholder Essay Competition
NCR Corporation
Stakeholder Relations Division
1700 South Panerson Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45479

Create Value for Our Stakeholders
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Kids learning lesson
left behind by Bias,
Rogers: drugs kill
The drug use of high school students is down considerably, and that's good news on the high school
and college front.
It seems that the youth of America are finally
wising up to the evils of the world of illegal drugs. The
question becomes, what helped to change their
minds?
For the seventh straight year, marijuana smoking, as well as the use of other illegal drugs, declined,
according to the Department of Health and Human
Services.
Even more important is the downtrend of cocaine
use. For 13 straight years, cocaine use had remained
stable or increased.
Yet in 1987, cocaine use dropped for the first time.
Only 10.3 percent ofl 7,000 high school stud en ts used
cocaine at least once in 1987, compared to 12.7
percent in 1986.
Also, thei:e has been a 75 percent decline in the use
of PCP since 1979, mainly because PCP has been
identified as a "bad drug" on the streets.
Yet the cocaine drop is the most significant one, for
it helps to make a statement about drug use and life.
It says, in part, that Len Bias and Don Rogers did not
die in vain.
Len Bias, you may recall, was a senior basketball
star at the University of Maryland. Drafted by the
renowned Boston Celtics as the second best player in
the nation, he had it all in the palm of his hands.
Seventv-two hours later. hP. w~~ rlP.~'L ~ virt.im nf
cocaine overdose.
Don Rogers was a star defensive back for the
Cleveland Browns. He was scheduled to get married.
The best of his professional and private life was
ahead ofhim, when he, too, died of a cocaine overdose.
Two athletes, both who knew that their bodies and
their abilities were the keys to their professional
careers.
Two 'individuals that were in the prime of their
lives, ready for what the world would bring them.
And instead, they blew it, and took permanent residence six feet under ground.
Both athletes have served as symbols of what
cocaine can do to a person. They have been the
subjects of numerous speeches and eommercials
detailing the deadly dangers of cocaine use.
HHS secretary Otis Bowen cited Rogers and Bias,
saying, "ltis indeed a shame that the deaths of many
talented young people took place before the danger of
cocaine use was widely believed by our youth."
Yet, as evidenced by the study, the point was
finally driven home to some people. Bias and Rogers
can rest easy, wherever they are. Their contributions
to the youth of America in reducing drug use are
greater then whatever magical athletic feats they
could have performed on the basketball court or the
football field.

•

If Flynt loses to Falwell, this is
what your daily thought-provoking,
funny, incisive, biting, satirical,
parody-filled editorial cartoon will
look like.

What path of doom are we taking?
The Florida lottery began last week, and I've been
. watching the people playing it, and it is as I feared.
The odds against an inwvidual ticket winning $2,
$5, $500, or $5,000, or the millionaire prize had been
nrominently oosted. yet in the first three days, 4 7
million tickets had been sold -twice the amount the
state lottery commission had projected.
Every convenience store and grocery store save
one -Goodings - sells them now, adding one more
factor to standing in line, waiting to have them take
your money for your goods, even in the express lane.
The lottery was advertised during the campaign
as benefitting education. "All the profits will go into
the education budget," the ads said. Even now, as the
state advertises the lottery on television, in newspaper ads, and in hanging signs in every store, a tag line
in large letters says, "Benefit Florida education."

The lottery by any other name is gambling, and
those who buy tickets are predominantly those who
have the most to lose. One construction worker,
swaying slightly from his beer, bought $100 worth
and took them outside to his beaten-up, rusty, smoky
car where his plump, bruised, fat"wife sat, their two
dirty-faced kids peering over her head. His $100
could have bought the kids new clothes or to provided
for their health and protection or maybe helped in
purchasing a car with a safe emission system.
In the store line, the retired little people on fixed
incomes paid for their "chance of a lifetime."
The state can advertise the lottery, as it is now
doing, as something glorious and what "winners" do
(play the lottery), or a chance to get rich quick, but it
is still something for nothing - it is still gambling
with the house odds ensured.
I listened closely to the anti -lottery line during the
campaign. They showed New Jersey before and after
-#fhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
casino gambling. Before legalized gambling, Atlantic
Business Office (305) 275-UiOl, News Office (305) Z75-2865
City was a thriving tourist town, clean and peaceful;
afterward, there was only the windswept, empty
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• STOP 'APPEASEMENT'
Editor:
When we pulled our combat
forces out of South Vietnam, we
did the right thing. When North
Vietnam launched its 1975 offensive, we stabbed them in the back!
We refused to come to the aid of a
free world country!
Now, in Nicaragua, the contras
are fighting for freedom in their
country. Democrats want to cut off

to come in. The tykes will grow up thinking> believing, and working the philosophy that the way to go
th rough life is to take what you can and risk everything on chance. Planning, saving, and working the
plan to in vest the dollars patiently for the future will
be (is?) an archaic concept, and through such things
as lottery, casino gambling, and track betting we
promulgate indolence, poverty and misery.
Now that Florida is a "progressive" state and has
legalized a state lottery, silently saying that the
decades-old bolita game really was moral, it may
continue to be "progressive" by legalizing prostitution. Some European countries have done that for
years, and the prostitutes are inspected by house
doctors regularly, the doctors fees paid by "house"
earnings. Surely it has been said, this would help
stop AIDS and prevent the street torture by sociopaths against prostitutes.
We could legalize marijuana, thereby eliminating
censure of presidential candidates and a large portion of our congressional delegation during background investigations.
We could be still more "progressive" and legalize
euthanasia, the termination of terminally ill patients who don't have much to live for and who can
not speak for themselves in their life support systems. The families of these individuals, I've heard it
argued, are too emotionally involved for correct
decision-making, so let the state representatives set
legislation and the courts make the decisions as to
when it is proper to kill them. After all, the state does
this now under the term "capital punishment."
This writer does not advocate the above-mentioned "progressive" measures; they are mentioned
for your consideration as no one measure such as
legalized gambling is an act unto itself; all legislation
reflects a trend, and I simply have pointed out where
that trend may be heading.

Contra Aid, to appease a communist military dictator, Daniel
Ortega! Will we ever learn from
history?! Does the name of Neville
Chamberlal.n come to mind? He
sacrificed countries to keep the
"pease" too. His appeasement went
to Adolf Hitler. This does not work
with Ortega, who is already known
politically for his deceit.
This backstabbing must be objected to, and stopped! Only the "silent majority" can do this. Think

•

about it seriously! Who's next after Nicaragua? Afghan rebels.
Will they get the Democrats next
knife?! Who's next, England? How
about West Germany? We love
freedom. Why does Congress
seem so deaf to those who die for
freedom. Another history lesson
forgotten.
Charles L. Hagen
Aerospace Engineering

•
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DID YOU GROW UP
WITH A

PROBLEM DRINKER?
\
IF SO, YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
MANY ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

C
'"-_,;

• Are you overly self-critical.·
• Tend to be over-achievers.
• Have interpersonal-relating difficulties.
• Have trouble relaxing.
.• Have difficulty.expressing emotions or feelings.
• Fear losing control.
• Have compulsive tendencies or behaviors.

I11

If you can relate to some or all of these charcteristics, there is HELP. The Counseling
& Testing Center and Student Health Services are offering a support grooup for ACOA's
arid others who identify. Time: 3:00 PM Wednesdays

~ ____.-

Place: Health Resource Center For more information Call X5841

I

Student Personnel Association
Meeting Thurs. 28th HPM PH229.
New members welcome. Guests speaker
will be Mark Cohen on Success In Personnel. Everyone attend. No ~ost

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Congrats to our new friends of the Heart
perspectives. Brothers meeting Fri 7-9 p.m.
Soccer game Thurs at 5. Bros and pledges
sign up for comm. services Sat or Sun at
Turkey Lake.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Hey Tekesl Friday afternoon there Is a

If you play ultimate frisbee or want to learn
how. come play with usl The women's
ultimate team practices on the Intramural
fields Sundays at 3:00. For more Info call
260-6913. Leave name and phone.
Water-ski Club now forming
Memboohlp open to all
For more Info call Dave 277-9075.

ml><er partv with .6.T.6. at Quad. Also. let's
get ready for Sat. Paint pellet party. There
Is no meeting c;m Sunday! GO BRONC'Sll
Delta Gamma
Coming very soon- the future home of
Delta Gamma! It's sports time. DGS! Join
o ne o f the teams. Saturday Is Panhell
banquet. Thanks Delts fo r the beautiful
pla que.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congratulatio ns new pledges.now. show
us wha t you gotl Miss UCF Pageant Friday.
go Jill. Lil sis retreat Sunday.

Share 2 story House W + D prov. $300.00/
mo. for all. 880-2510/644-2426 ask for Julia

Pl Kappa Alpha
Miss UCF Pageant Friday
IFC / Panhellenic Banquet Saturday
Chapter meeting Monday 400
Pledge meeting Sunday nlte

Sigma Chi
Congratulations new brothers and to all
you new pledges 'n HI sisters. Good luck to
our little Sigmas In Miss UCF especially
sweet heart Sue. Good fuck to all at IFC/
Ponhel Sat.

Roommate wanted to share a new 3br,
2ba. 2 story home. Garage. washer, dryer.
VCR. 5 min from UCF In Alofaya Woods .
250 + 1/2 Call 365-8863

UCF Alkldo Club
Alkido meets 7:00 M.W.F Sat 9:00 a .m. and
Sun l p.m. Learn compassion and have
fun doing It while !earning the most sophisticated self defense. Call 327-3524. 6791583. or 657-5155.
UCF Judo Club now forming beginning
classes M-W nights 7:00 -8:30 MPR. 3 Internationally ranked coaches. Call Louis 3317415 for more info.
ACOA MEETS WEEKLY
Group counseling forfamiy and friends of
alcoholics at no charge. 1st meeting is
Feb 3rd 3:00
Call 281-5841 for more Information.
Po litlcally Inc lined? UCF College Republicans kic k off 1988 In Student C enter Room
2 11 at 5 p .m. Thursday Jan 28 open to
everyone. Get Involved In time tosupport
the '88 candidates!

Attn. Dormltes general electric toaster
oven great condition, $10. Toastmaster
buffet range, only used once, $10. Call
Chris. 281-1462.
BRAND NEW MAC PLUS $1595
Software also avail. Tony 282-1067 ><2370.

Motorcycle-Honda Magna 700, quick &
beautiful, '84, l 0,000 ml shaft-drive;watercool, must see. Sl .600 275-6389.

78 Audi Fo>< great condition. AC. tape
player.standard trans. S1645 obo Jon 2758818 after 5 p.m.

*

Moving sale
HOU DAY Rambler 27' full
length awning. completely self-contained S4CXXl; 77 CHEVY Impala Wagon.
350 CU. AT. PS. PB. work car $380.
71
DATSUN Roadster, 1600 CC. convertlble.
new top $950
HOME & office supplies
(choirs. desks). 9• colorT.V .• sir camera &
dark room outfit etc. etc. 366-8275

*

*

*

*

Olds Cut1as supreme. 1976 Very dependable new tires. brakes and battery.
loaded. $925. Call Dien 275-0658.

l tlltl£111i11

1986 Honda CRX. Red Sspd. Air. stereo.
tint. 29kml $7800 291-2199 Iv. rrng. price
negotiable.

BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom. 2 ooth duplex wall
to wall carpet, drapes, washer dryer,
$430/mo call 293-1908.
Available, beautiful 1 bd-1 bth & 2 bd-2
bth apartments at Forest Highlands Apts.
Call 282-5657 for Information.
Nice 2 bedroom-2bath duple>< close to
campus. Washer/dryer. celllng fans.
freshly painted $400/mo. Call Jeff at 8348787 or 671-7828.

l MONTH FREE 2bdrm/1 1/2 bath upstairs
Wont to get in shape, meet new people.
and learn seff defense? UCf Moo Duk
Kwan Club (Korean Karate) n<:M forming
beginning dasses. MWF nlghts-MPR. Call
648-1866/leave message.

b rown, $50 275-6389. Jason

Car for sale 79 Mercury Bobcat. Runs, but
needs repair work. $400.00 more Info: Call
658-6249.

Roommate wanted-female. non-smoker.
serious student to share nice 2bd. 2 1/2 b
town hs w/wosher/dryer, mwave. $220/m
+ 1/2 utll. How Brnch & 436. Connie 6476868 or T & Th 35-0-5877

Delta Delta Delta
Good luck to our Miss UCF reps: Susie.
Holly, Jodi. and Summer. Pageant starts at
8 p.m .. Jan 29, be earty for good seats.
Support our Tri Delts, they've worked
hard II

Dresser 9-drawer, antique style, beige &

dishwasher. washer/dryer option. clean
many extras starting $390/mo + sec, Dlrectty across from UCF Quest Apts cal
Jason 281-4712 - Roommates found
Carmel Parle Vilas- Spacious 2 bdrm wltih
garage and large screen porch- beautifully appointed In quiet setting convenient to UCF on Dean Rd. Between University ard Colonial. Come see us $525
month 657-4900. Open dally.
Close to UCF. Susse>< place 3 bdrms 2
baths. spacious, 5540 per month + $240
def'.XlSltcoll Mike 260-8618.
Room for rent $155.00 per month incl utilities house privileges house located apro><
3 miles from UCF male preferred $100.00
security deposit. required call David 2919631.

BOXERS!! Made to Order

We wil personalize. Use as gifts for any
occasion, spom, greek, & holidays.
58.00 for one or S14 .00 for two. Call Hlede
at x4871 or come by at 255 Volusia HaU

Available: 9 salaried summer Internships
at timeshare resorts nationwide. Sponsored by International Foundation for
Timesharing. Contact Toni Wlsney at the
S.T.R.A.T.A. Club for details and application. 275-2188.

ltlltll11lll
ABORTION SEINICES, birth control lnfcAmatlon, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost, confidential seNlces and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. EartyPregnoncyTest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
l 030 Herman Avenue. Orlando

Professional Lasertypesetting, many
types of documents. Fast turnaround.
Klnko's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 doys a week 658-9518.
Resumes-Designed & spell checked on
LASER printer, Sl 0. Call 658-11 M.
Top-Quality word processing: e><perienced, editing. reliable. 366-0538.
TYPING. Fast. special discount. New location. Call Berny 629-0545.
TERM PAPERS - Typed. spell checked, LASER printing. $2/page. 658-1163.
Fast & efficient preparation of term papers; charts; graphs etc pick-up &dellvery
ff required call Donna 380-1810.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years e><perlence,
Theses, manuscripts. papers. etc. Experience In math equations. 50¢ per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alafaya Troll.Call 658-'lfJ67.
Reasonable and fast typing service call
Nancy at 679-4006 rush jobs.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available;
Catalog 52.00. Research. 11322 Idaho.
"'lfJ6XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ext. 33. VISA/WC or COD.

Typing-Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
my specialty Thesis e><pert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.

Scholarships/Grants for college are available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800USA-1221 e:.<t0627.

Research/Technlcal Writing Papers. reports & resumes typed. $2.00 page
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 minimum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt
295-8555 day or night.

No Credit?
Get Visa or Mastercard. Past credit no
problem coll 365-8672.

AA
Alcoholics Anonymous meets weekly
Thursdays l :00 p m. Coll 281-5841 ACOA
meets. Wednesdays 3:00 p.m.

FREE TUTORING for CLAST, MATH, EN GUSH,
& much more. Coll Student Academic
Resource Center 281-5130 or stop by PC 1-

102.
Day and Evening hours available
Leasing Agent needed. Weekends only.
no experience necessary. 27 3-7141.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. ENTRY LEVEL
PUTYOURNEW
COLLEGE DEGREE
TOWOOKI
Bright. aggressive Individual required for
development & expansion of major notlonal corp.; e><pondlng In central Flot1da
area.
Management trainees begin at $1100/
mo. salary with l styeor Income growing to
$16.(XX). Advancement to management
based on performance and merit annual
earnings growing to 525.CXXl to 545000/yr.
Recent degree preferred. For Interview.
contact Tom McKenna or Roger Price at
305-843-5411 or send resume to:
Enterprise C. 35 E. Colonial. Or1ando. FL
32801
Car Wash Person/Shuttle Driver

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-005-687-«XXJ E><t. GH-4628 for current repo list.

RESUMES/TYPES Elli NG

Drama, dance Instructors for music on the
.move. Call 363-6385 4-5 p.m.

Major car rental co. near airport, Must be
21 yrs. and e><cellent driving record. 20 hrs
per week, flexible scheduling. Contact
Wes Ling. Enterprise Rent-A-Car 2901
McCoy Rd. Orlando. 305-859-2296. or
Fred Bruno at 281 E. Hwy 434 Longwood
305-339- 1199.

Classifieds are Cool

Tutoring mech. of materials. dynamics.
e><perlenced, reasonable rates 658-1557
(BJ) or leave message.

FAST TYPING SER\/lCE
Welcome back Krightsl A. Able Typing Is
Introducing o frequent service program.
Sova 20% by letting us do al YOIS typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professlonal service UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisk>ns. Some day
and weekend servlees. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16.700sattsfledstudentsand 4
grouches - 671-3002.

J

BASIC LEVa D&D CAMPAIGN Is seeking
addltlonal pbyers. Both experienced and
Inexperienced players are welcome. Cal
Dr. Deane.><5152. or678-8237 forforfurther
Information.

PROFESSIONAL TVPI G

.one mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Some day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-960CJ

KJF
I know what I want
Do you?
I think It's time to try something newl
Lost In the Outfleld

Resumes and cover letters
Designed / Revised /Typed· 657-0079

Henry D. (Mr. no strings attached)
Happy birthday! R we still dating?! I miss
your klss-B good!

Professional Word Processing

*

Lw.
Cathy

*

Studen1 Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Porte - lmmed. off 1-4

Joanne. Carla. Kelly. Holah. & Nagum,
Why don't you get some furniture for your
new place?
Hellavaguy

Yo u ca n be cool too, if you use the calssifieds.
For information on how to place a classified ad,
call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.
•

Explore Th·e Exotic St. John's River
Pontoon Boat Rental
A Day (ga:s extra)

$50

CINEMA
12255 U N I V E R S I T Y
ACROSS FROM
277-1454
THE COUCH TRIP - R
3 MEN & A BABY- PG
at 2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
at 2: lD-4:10-6: 10-8:10-10: 10
-12:10
MISSING IN ACTION Ill- R

at 2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05- l 0:05
-12:05

Accomodates 1O
Visit Blue Springs State Park (30 min. trip)
- Nature Trail to Spring Boil
- See manatee in their winter home (Nov. - April)
- Swin in crystal clear spring water (constant 72° temp.)
- Picnic area

-i2:00
RETURN OF THE LIVING

DEAD - R
at 2: 15-4: 15-6:15-8:15-10:15

THOU SHALT NOT KILL -R OVERBOARD -PG
at 2:20-4:20-6:20-8:20-10:20
at 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00-12: 15
-12:15

MIDN IGHT SHOWS FRI. & SAT. ALL SEATS $3.00
ALL SEATS $2.75 before 5:30 P.M. Sr. Citizens and Children
(11 and under) $2.75 at all times Students with l.D. $3.75

Dock at Hontoon Island State Park (5 min.)
- Nature trail & picnic area
- 80 ft. ob se rvation tower

.

• See the many species of birds and wildlife
that abound along the river.

HON T OO N L AN DING MARINA
2317 RIVER BRIDGE ROAD• DELAND, FL 32720
1-800-248·2474
28 Miles From Daytona
734-2474
With This Ad Good Through Feb. 28, 1988

..

•
•
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE

UCF GOSPEL CHOIR
AND THE
PROGRAM AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL

•
PRESENTS

TAMBOURINES

To GLORY
BY LANGSTON HUGHES

FEB.

3,4,5,6 AT ,8:00 PM

AND
FEB 7TH AT 2:00 PM
THEATRE AUDITORIUM
COST

$6

. . .PA
.• c•1s•t'\l•H•oi::•o•ni• •-ou•o"·T•T1•11:• A•C'•'v
l' .1T.11:.s ."".os_.• .v1c•i::• F
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Lady · Knights
-VS-

.

-

• SATURDAY IN DELAND •
• 3:00 P.M. •
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lems and everybody looks at it
that way. It's my judgment to
FROM PAGE 12
see how to spread the money
out because the president
had to accept. "Find me any (Trevor Colboum) has told me
school anywhere in the nation my job is to pay off the debt."
where you can find a tennis
McDowell said the Athletic
team's number one player not Department is mainly conon a full-ride scholarship.
cerned with the revenue pro"If we were still a Division II ducing sports such as football
school, I'd be ranked top ten, and basketball. "The general
and probably a couple of other public is oblivious to the win or
players on the team would be loss record of the tennis team
too. Since we're not a Division and so are most of the stuII school and we have a budget dents," he said. "Our goal is to
not comparable to the rest of bring the tennis team up to a
the Division I schools all over national level, but not at the
the nation, there's no way I can expense of the Athletic Deget ranked.
partment.
"It takes a budget to go on
"I don't blame the players
certain road trips, to play in for being unhappy, and I'd say
national tournaments, to get if a player is good enough to go
ranked and to get recognized. I to some place else and be on
could win every single match I full funded team, he should do
play this year and not get a bid so.
to nationals. I could go 30-0
"I am willing to suffer
and beat the number one through the budget problems
player in Division II and it we're experiencing because I
won't matter."
know the potential that UCF
However, Davis said he still athletics has including the
has a high regard for the tennis team.
school, in spite of the Athletic
"I want to be a part of buildDepartment. "The only reason ing the great tradition that
I have stayed is because I re- UCF will have and those who
ally like UCF. I think it's a don't, ought to leave."
Romero, who is still supergreat academic school. My
complaint is with the Athletic vising the tennis team, was
Department. I think they upset at the complaints Davis
stink."
made. "What he fails to menMcDowell said Davis has tion is the tennis team has
come to him previously to made a 180 degree turn in two
complain about the shape of years," Romero said. "He went
the tennis team. "The team is through the tough times and
poorly funded. It is ridicu- has a chip on his shoulder."
lously low," McDowell said. "It
was that way when I came
McDowell agreed, saying,
here, and it will be that wayfor "What Jeff Davis should have
awhile.
done instead of going to the
"But everybody in the Ath- press was to go out and find
I letic Department has prob- money for his program."

Sports t1•1••rt1••111111ia111111;1•1•ti'1~,,.,,.,.,J. . .&}~:::1lfllfli,J11B
'SWeathog' DeFranco comes
Just like TV

c~aracter,

ba~k

former UCF tennis star returns to stomping ground -

concerned, he can be a volunteer assistant forever."
The Athletic Department is on schedule to pay off
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
what was once more than a $1 million debt. McDowell
said the Athletic Department will be hiring a fulltime tennis coach after the debt is paid off.
DeFranco is definitely interested in that position.
Four years ago, Mike DeFranco was a punk rock
And even though he is not on part-time salary, he has
UCFtennis star who never lived up to his number one
put in full time building the program, including the
Division II ranking. Now, he's back at UCF to coach
organization of a university tennis tournament to
and build the men's tennis team.
raise money for uniforms.
At a match in 1984, DeFranco showed up at a
"We don't have the money, but we're doing the best
match wearing earrings, long white pants, black
job we can with the limited resources we have,"
fingernail polish and a dyed blue punk rock haircut.
DeFranco said.
DeFranco was a player in the John McEnroe mold,
Because of the lack of funds, DeFranco has intypically losing his temper and screaming out obvested about $1,000 of his own money for equipment
scenities while breaking a racket or two.
and recruiting and scouting trips.
Even the UCF football team joined in on the act.
"But I knew the situation I got into. It costs money
Several players would attend the team's (ranked
to buy shoes. I go through about two pair a month. I
_fourth at the time) meets and verbally - at times
had to buy tennis clothes. But nobody's to blame. I
physically- attempt to in timid ate UCF' s opponents.
feel it's a great opportunity to return some of the good
"The matches would get violent," said DeFranco,
things the university has given to me.
in
spite
of
all
the
antics,
destroyed
his
opponents
who
"They have given me a scholarship (presently),
one by one.
and they gave me a free education. I've invested into
The media bought it all. DeFranco's wild brand of
this program because I'm proud to be at UCF."
winning made the pages of Sports Illustrated and the
London Times and he received mention on an HBO
DeFranco said the team is talented and has three
sport's program.
players who would be ranked in the top lOin Division
"He was a hell of a player and a competitor," said
II ifUCF still competed on that level. The top player
Tony Snoeyenbos, a teammate ofDeFranco from the
is fifth year senior Jeff Davis, who played with De1984 squad. "The guy could have been a world-class
Fran co in 1984.
The ~ordo /C ENTA LFLORIDA FUTURE
player. He did like to have a good time, but you can't
Two foreigners, Jose Perez CVenezuala) and Alberblame him for that."
ico Menoz~ (Rome, Italy) will also stand out for the
DeFranco and the tennis team got away with their
Knights.
wildness partly because the Athletic Department,
Menozzi recently got married and DeFranco
which at the time was investing money to build a
showed a bit of the wild side he still has left when he
strong football program, lacked the funds to hire a
jokingly said, "He's doing what every foreigner wants
full-time coach.
to do. Marry a rich American girl and put money in
The tennis team began the year by losing its coach,
the bank."
Troy McQuagge, who wanted to be paid on a full
The team all laughed when DeFranco said that
coaches salary. So a friend of McQuagge, Jay Wiland they all laughed as they made plans for a ritual
liams, took over the team, but he lacked the experi-Mike Defranco trip to a nearby pizza parlor. The team also shared
ence to be considered a skilled coach.
laughs with the women's team who they share the
"We (the tennis players) basically ran the team
UCF tennis coach courts with.
ourselves," DeFranco said. They ran the team until
Despite the laughs, DeFranco will not allow his
April, when the semester ended. Yet the NCAA tourteam to go back to the days of when he was that punk
nament was in May.
DeFranco, who graduated with a liberaJ studies rock tennis star.
DeFranco said his entire team and the coach took degree, accepted a scholarship to coach the Knights.
"It was ridiculous back then," he said. "Those were
off after the school year ended, and he had no one to He has decided to obtain a degree in political science.
not
the glory days of UCF tennis. It's not that great to
practice with. He planned not to attend the tournaPolitics may have taught DeFranco how to govern
make
a jerk out of yourself. It's not going to be
ment, in which he was seeded first, but then-Athletic radical behavior, for he will not tolerate any of his
anarchy
out there on the tennis court. They're not
Director Bill Peterson convinced DeFranco to go.
players acting the way he once did on the court.
going
to
do
what I did, or I'll suspend them.
Out of shape for nationals, he defaulted in the
"I made my coach go through hell," De Franco said,
"Its
not
the
type of team that I will allow. These
second game of the first match when he pulled a "and I'm not going to let my players put me through
players are students foremost and athletes second. If
what I put my coach through."
muscle in his lower back.
He doesn't blame anybody but himselffor failing to
Just like Mr. Kotter came back to the Sweathogs in tennis gets in the way of academics, a player will be
be in shape for nationals.
the 1970s sitcom, Welcome Back Kotter, DeFranco off the team. What we're trying to do is lay a funda"I was completely out of shape, and I never had a said he has come back to help UCF's tennis players. mental foundation for the program. Then we're going
propensity to stay in shape,"he said. "The bottom line
He does have a concern for the lack of funds for the to make the program better over the next couple of
years.
was that I was unprepared."
team. The players receive a partial scholarship.
"These guys (the tennis team) deserve a shot, and
"We don't really get support," DeFranco said. "We
The team took a nose dive after that, never finding
a full-time tennis coach. Things hit bottom two years only have five tennis courts for two teams (the men's I want them to have dignity, so that when they leave
after DeFranco's departure when only five players team shares the courts with the women's team). school, they can say they were college athletes. I want
remained. Four different coaches, one with a wres- When I first came here (1980), the program was the Orlando community to look at our program with "
tling background and three with football back- better. We were Division II, and we were funded in an admiration and know that we have our program on
grounds, took turns supervising the team when they adequate manner. We're just not receiving the funds the right track. n
Four years ago, a fourth-ranked program with a
· could find the time. The team lost every dual meet in to build a respectable program."
1986. Even Snoeyenbos, the team's top player, left to
Athletic Director Gene McDowell said because of first-ranked player never lived up to expectations.
the Athletic Department's debt (nearly $500,000) "There was no direction and things got out of hand,"
play for an NAIA school in Wisconsin.
However, last year's coach, Randy Romero, who is that UCF cannot sufficiently fund the tennis pro- DeFranco said. "I'm trying to make sure things will
be respectable."
a football coach, improved the team to a 10-10 finish. gram.
His commitment to the program proves to be
"If the coach is unhappy with the situation, and he
"Randy Romero brought in some good players, and
then he brought me in to take over," DeFranco said. is good enough to move to a better program, he ought evident that UCF is building a power in Division I
"Randy put down the foundation, and now it's my job to do so," McDowell said. He added that DeFranco is tennis with true glory days ahead. Welcome back- ~
in no danger of losing his position. "As far as I'm DeFranco.
to make the program grow."
by Scott Broden

"I made my coach go
through hell,and I'm not
going to let my players put
me through what I put my
coach through."

After years .o f hard knocks, Davis not.a team player
by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Tennis captain Jeff Davis is unlike
most fifth year senior athletes who
usually have high amounts of enthusiasm. Davis is playing strictly for himself.
"I don't even want UCF on my uniform," said Davis, who hopes to play
professionally one day. "I'm not playing
for UCF. I've been here for five years,
and I haven't seen anything as far as

proper funding. So I really don't care."
When Davis first came to UCF, the
Knights had the fourth-ranked team in
Division II. They have since moved up
to the more competitive Division I level
and suffered cuts in funding along the
way.
·
"I've been through hell," Davis said.
"In five years, I've had 10 coaches, and
I can name them all."
.
Two years ago, Davis suffered
through a season in which UCF had
only five players on a team (six is
needed for a full team) and went

through a season of four coaches who
filled in as supervisors when they were
not coaching their regular teams (wrestling or football).
The last of those coaches, football
coach Randy Romero, 'ltandled tennis
last year. The team improved by going
10-10 in dual meets, but Davis said he
was still frustrated because of the lack
of funds to hire a full-time coach with a
strong wnnis background.
"I practically ran the team last
year," Davis said. "One tin;ie, we were
in the middle of a tennis match and the

coach (Romero) took off to go to a spring
football practice. I more or less had to,.,.
coach all the matches.
"I'm not against Randy because I
know he has a job to do as one of the
football coaches. Gene McDowell, the
athletic ~irector, is the one that needs
to do something. I know the Athletic
Department is in debt, but they need to •
at least get someone out here to stay."
Davis added that he is unhappy with
the partial scholarship offers he has 4

SEE DAVIS PAGE 11
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by Logan Belle and Nancy

Pack

There were so many people
there. The show wasn't going
to start for another hour and
a half, and already, they were
lined up. People from all
walks of life, both young and
old were crowded outside the
Tampa Sundome. All were
gathered for a single purpose. To see Yes.
A local rock station had
their promotional people
outside giving away shirts
and albums. We each got a
shirt. It was getting colder.
The temperature didn't seem
to matter to most of those
who were in attendance.
They were too keyed up to see
the band.
We then happened across
Neil the Hitchhiker. We had
passed him on the way to
Tampa that afternoon and
sympathized with him on his
long journey to the Sundome. By the time we decided
to stop and pick him up, we
had already passed him. Neil
said that during his hitchhiking venture, he was
stopped by a state trooper
and was asked if he was
someone named 'Mitchel'.
Lucky for us, he wasn't.
Misty and Bill were report-

ers from another college
They also had
photo passes and a backstage pass, so we all sat t9gether. Since we had photo
passes we were allowed to go
right up to the front of the
stage and stay there for the
first three songs. The band
came out, and the photographers started clicking away.
The band was close enough
to touch, but that was a nono. One person in the audience offered us five hundred
for an 8xl 0 of the band or any
of its members. Tempting
offer, but very unethical. We
were too wrapped up in the
performance to care.
We were all in agreement
that the concert was something special. Not only on the
overview to each one of us.
Misty: " I was never really a
big fan of Yes, but this concert was unbelievable."
Nancy: "The spiritual unity of
the group pervaded the audience ... Yes in concert makes
you believe that the dream of
peace and love Jon talks
about is achievable." Bill:
"Wow."
This concert was one
to behold. Vocals by Jon
Anderson, Chris Squire, and
Trevor Rabin were offset by
Trevor's dynamic guitar stylnewspaper~
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ings. His style is electrifying
to watch and stunning to listen to. Tony Kaye demonstrated the virtuostic keyboard techniques that
helped rocket Yes to their
current popularity. Chris
Squire's astonishing bass
solo of 'Amazing Grace' revealed another secret of the
band's power: every member
of the group is a uniquely
talented musician. Witness
again, Alan White.
His
drumming fueled the Big
Generator. The underlying
strength of the band is provided by the rhythm-makers
(often neglected in rock
bands); Yes, realizing this,
exploits fully the energy
these two provide.
The concert set up, compared to the spectacular
stageshowofthe90125 tour,
was tame, according to Neil.
"I disagree," said Nancy.
"Although there were no lasers, there was plenty of
lights and sound. The music
wasn't overshadowed hy a
flashy set." A dynamic stage
presence was felt. The band
actually became one with the
audience.
In other words, there
didn't seem to be the separa-

SEE YES PAGE 3
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Woodstock '88; Who would play?
by Logan Belle and Dave
Schlenker

Here's a question for you
to ponder in your spare time:
If Woodstock was to be presented in '88, who would
perform in it?
Take into consideration
the actual rock-n-roll spectacular tha~ took place in

1969 was simply for the fun
of it. There were absolutely
no chartty or commercial
implements intended.
We are not talking about
another Live-Aid (not saying
that Live-Aid was no~ spectacular, of course). but the
·idea that we are searching for
emphasizes artists that basically perform for the sake of

Photo Courtesy of Misty Johnson

and hit the top 40.
By no means are the songs
Yes; The Big Generator
horrid displays of pop garProduced by Yes
bage, theyjustdestroyeveryYes is a band with a deep thing Yes ever was. The innohistory. They were formed in vation of the '70s is gone, the
1968 by JQI1 Anderson who financial obligation of the
had been fighting the rock '80s have arrrtved.
scene for over 12 years. Th~t ~, The lead-off single from
year he met Chris Squire aritl )J.e Big Generator is a great
with the members of th f:~ tml> song. The words are
previous bands. they fo~j ~\ertaining and the melody
Yes.
cafchy. Listeners cannot
Their first album took
hM,=~
.~ but sing to the likes of:
Xt~~
~~
Beatles' era songs and tntn.s~ve will find a way/ Love
formed them into clas~lfu wlffmd a way I Love will find
Baroque pieces.
·
a ~y I Love will find a way.
The original Yes 1
,=~~ s
~~ fact, thefirst20seconds
changed many times s ~~ e o~the song has symphonic
the release of their debuti,:}W. oi4%Jtones which lead the lisGuitaristPeterBanksleft6ie
tl'~r
to believe the old Yes
~:x-::·
~···
group in 1971 ~51,_, ,was
exis~~;,,!1:1~tead the preplaced ~~~--~,.
1:
··~; table4~~,~gi.,_ top 40
E-1f~1fY"Tony Kaye l~i ,/lfbckly fill tn€~tlttf@~qing
the ·~™'' to be replaced bi>-1:unds of a beauttitt1i$fung
_ji;t~%...
.,,,.-@i:f.*J.W-{¥···
vv·ai(P.:r.T.f~,~,Nnt. loner al -~:~JJI IT::illO"emen~~?}'·::.-~.:='l,/:~:;.~~;,_.. ···
RiCk -t"l'i:f":t':&:~,.,
''Y-*W'f~/gP.ffeJ"~:f,$,~:if.:{ff@f,@fg,&"i??'~·:·.'~·:::':«:m>>·:·>~::·~:x-;·W'
Al
ter,
an w .0:1[e'H-jt1.meU:k.~!~,@~9-~z?Fra:gile album is
band taking over for - - - ·ark contrast to the new
Bruford at the drums.
· lttTDum. It has almost no
Wakeman left in 1974 and l t-epetition. An excellent exwas replaced by Patrick l ;imple of the difference ocMoraz. The two switched in l turs in the song, South Side
and out again in 1976. Fol- ,.,,.,/,bf the City:
lowing the 1978 release, TorLong
distance
run
mato, Wakeman left once around/ Longtfinewaitingto
again - this tfineJoined by
vocalist, Anderson.
Trevor Horn and Geoff
Downes joined up for the '80
release of Drama. Later that
the pop scene. However,
while songs can be extended
to new creative boundries in
length and melodic form, Yes
has managed to shorten
their songs, fit them in verse,
chorus and bridge formatSEE REVIEW PAGE 4

by Steve J. Pustelnyk
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performing and simply seek
recognition.
Who would we see? Perhaps Crosby, Stills, Na$h
and Young may get back·
together for the show. We
might even get a chance to
listen to the sounds of old
Santana. Not bad, but the
'70s and '80s bred an entirely
new generation of musicians. People like Bruce
Sprigsteen, Sting, Richard
Marx, and maybe even (dare
I say!) David Lee Roth; they
could be there. Rockin' their
best for three days. But let's
not forget some of the more
mellow sounders like The
Crusaders. or maybe even
Yes, possibly Pink Floyd,
perhaps B.B. King would
make a guest appearance.
One artist that would probably make history at this event
would'b e the dynamic Robert
Cray and his band. The show
should be topped off, however, by' Stanley Jordan, one
of the most talented guitarists ever to walk the earth.
Wouldn't it be great to be
there, again? Three days of
peace and music. It looks like
the days of the rock festivals
are over and done with. It's
hard to predict just who

would be at Woodstock '88,
just for the simple reason:
there are so many talented
artists out there. Maybe
there's a small band some-

Something
Different
where in the midwest that is
looking for their big break.
Perhaps Woodstock '88
would be that break. There
were plenty of unknowns at
Woodstock, and now they are
part of music history. Perhaps there is a band out
there now that will be part of
history.
Most of the pop/rock
music that we now listen to is
sensationalized through
video, whereas the groups
that performed at Woodstock
gained recognition through
the substance of their music
and performance. For the
most part, the main ingredient in todays pop world is
style. Like most things in life,

SEE ROCK PAGE 5

• AFRICAN ART
Dr Maude S. Wahhnan of
the UCF Art Department
presents an exhibition of
"Traditional African Arts."
This display will present
UCF permanent collections and loans begins on
Thursday.Jan. 28 at the
UCF Art Gallery, third
floor of the Humanities
and Fine Arts Building.
The exhibition starts at 7
p.m.
• MISSUCF
The 1988 Miss UCF Scholarship pageant will kick off
at 7 p.m. on Jan. 29.The
pageant will be held in the
Student Center Auditorium
and free student tickets are
available at the Kiosk.
•

•

SUPERBOWL

The Enzian Theater in
Maitland will be throwing
a Super Bowl party and
showing the game on their
big screen on Jan. 31.Free
chili, pizza, and nachos.
Party starts at 5 p.m .. For
reseivations, please call
629-1088.

• LECTURE
A lecture and slide show
will be presented on
Chartres Cathedral by
Malcolm Miller. The show
will be in The Fine Arts
Auditorium at Seminole
Community College, Tues.
Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. For information, call 323-1450 ext.
495.

•

• ARTSERIES
UCF's new Project for the
Humanities and Fine Arts
begins the series with,
Windows:Into the World of
the Renaissance Artist.
This part includes a concert and dance lecturedemonstration in downtown Orlando on Fri. Feb
12.,at 7:30 p.m. in St
Luke's Episcopal Cathedral. For information regarding this and other
parts of the series, call
425-2273 or 425-4050.
• GASP.AR.ILLA

The 84th Gasparilla pirate
invasion of Tampa will
take place Feb. 6. This
month long, Mardi-Grasstyle carnival will include
a children's parade, a
Latin Quater celebration,
a 15K run and a sidewalk
arts festival. The festival
will run through Mar. 6.
For more information call
813-223-1111.
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REVIEW FROM PAGE 1 troupe went and sat in the
section that was reseived for
people with backstage
tion there usually is between passes. We were all herded
the performer and the audi- into the backstage reception
ence. Nancy even said that it area. In this large room was a
was like watching old table which had all sorts of
friends. It was something tasty snacks and beverages
that no one in attendance for the taking.
During all the munching
will soon forget.
The band did seem a little and sipping, no one seemed
tired during the show. The to notice that none of the
fact is that after the first band members had shown
encore on the second night of their faces. Not until a short
the show, Trevor Rabin time later when Tony Kaye
passed out backstage. Ex- entered the room with his
haustion takes its toll on the girlfriend. We got the opporperformers, but that didn't tunity to shake his hand and
stop them from giving us grab a quick photo, but that
their best. And that's what was it. He was being either
being swamped by true Yes
we got.
After the show, our little fans, oringnored b the ones

•

who wanted to catch a
glimpse of Jon Anderson or
Trevor Rabin. Needless to
say, that was the only memberwho was seen by a majority of the fans anq press. A
lucky few got a chance to be
escorted into the band's
dressing room, which was
located down the hall. Unfourturiately, we weren't.
Yeah, the groupies were
there, and the relatives. In
fact. Tony Kaye's mother was
behind us in the Sundome.
On the whole, 1t was definitely worth the trip. Some
new friends were made and a
legendary band took the
meaning of music and replanted it into our hearts and
our minds.

Photo Courtesy of Atlantic Records

Michael O'Shaughnessy .!9
411 N.Park Avenue, Winter Park

628-4478

We would like to say
thank you to

Ann O'Leairy
our top production
person in 1987 with
over $3, 000, 000. 00
in sales.

FOOD AND
Boomers Super-Bowl Li~eup
•
THURSDAY: Football Widow's Night
Male Review 8-10 PM
Guxs join ladies after 10
50¢ Bud 1:-ight
$1.25 Wine Coolers

•
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Happy Hour - FRI. 3-7, SAT. 4-7
SO¢ Hot Dogs
80¢ Longnecks
$1.00 Miller Genuine Draft
Featuring: "Skin Deep"
Intermission: Attempt to break a Guinness World Record

•

..

..

Your #1 UCF
Booster

SUNDAY SUPER-BOWL BLOWOUT
Big screen T.V. on.stage
Pre-Game Party - 11:00 AM
$1.00 Rum & Coke
80~ Bud Longnecks
50~ Hot Dogs
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Tiffany doesn't sing:
Morning, daydream time
still growing shorterI Take
me over lead me to the waterI
To the rhythm oflove/ To the
rhythm of love/ The rhythm
of love.

Yes walks a thin line in the
1980s, struggling to maintain the fan base that remembers the classic creative
Yes and fighting to gam a new
audience among the pop artist land of the 1980s.
Yes histoiy from: (The
Harmony illustrated Encyclopedia of Rock by Mike Clifford)

···················
··---------·
:
$5.95*
.:: $17.95*
I
I

I
:

Perm Special :

Precision Cu~ Shampoo & Conditioning

A ((~etmg. $2t4•95-$29·95d) d
ppom en recommen e .
Long hair extra. Add $5.00 for cut.

II
1-1

(Reg. $8.50)

II

*Withthis_coupon. Additional1~%0ffwithS~ude~tl.D .. Good
at all Flonda Cast Cutter locations. Not valid with any other
offer. Good through February 20, 1988
: :

I
I

'With this coupon. Additional 10% Off with Student 1.0..
Good at all Florida Cast Cutter locations. Not valid with any
other offer. Good through February 20, 1988

=:

I
I
I

=

: ©Q)~~ ~~]>]~~
©Q)§~ ~]LJJ>J~~~
I University & bean • 679-6766 I I University & Dean • 679-6766 I
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WE CAN MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
Help us help them. @ National Urban League, 500 E. 62nd St.,
New York, N. Y. 10021

OUR HOT FRESH

PIZZA MAKES
THESEDEAlS
WINNERS.

I
Call Domino's Pizza®Now and
Take Advantage of These Great Offers!
Serving UniveTsity of
CentTal FloTida:

896-3030
12213 Unive rsity Blvd.

HouTS:
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-2AM Fri. & Sat

•

~~--------~·-. ··--:I

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
CENTERS INC.

2 Medium
Cheese Pizzas
for $8.88!
Two medium 12"
cheese pizzas. Each
extra topping just
$1.28 for both
pizzas. (Tax not
included.)

•·

00 OFF!:
A large 2 or more
topping pizza.

Order a delicious
16" large pizza
with TWO or more
toppings and get

$2.000FFI

II

A large 3 or more

:

topping pizza.

I

Order a delicious
16" large pizza with
THREE or more
: . ® toppings and.get
•

$3.000FFI

·

... _____________ _. .. _____________ ... L •••••••••••••
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with
any other coupon or offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carry less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Valid at parllclpating stores only. Not valid with
any oth er coupon or offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applicable sa les tax. Limit ed
delive ry arfilaS. Drivers carry less than $ 20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

-·

Valid at parilclpatlng stores only. Not valid with
any oth er coupon or offer. Prices may vary.
Customer pays applica ble sales tax. Limited
delivery areas. Drivers carr'y less than $20.
©1988 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

I
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11476/3834

•
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~~ Heaven Kno\VS \\e Need' Them Here. • .~il~\:;:::1
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Introducing

Generally, the new tax law requires
children and other dependents to file
.ax returns for 1987 if: • they have any
invesrment income, such as interest on
savings, and •this investment income
plus any wages is more than SSOO.
Publication 922 contains detailed
information. To get one, call the lRS
Forms number in your local telephone
directory.

ji,:..J:-,;tJ:J
A ,.._lie SenriC• of UNI 1"9

u.

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

premieres nationwide the
week of February 8th
U. is written by students for students, and will feature important
articles, photographs and cartoons selected from university
newspapers from across the
country.

THE POWER
TO OVERCOME.

Last year we helped
over a million people do
simple but extraordinary
things like walk, speak
and laugh.
Give the power to overcome. Give to Easter Seals.

The Po\\'er To Overcome.

l
]

1111)[111 ·~

l

ARENT

!
•

YOU.
WORfH
IT?
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THIS WEEK IN THE . S m::fNT A
THURSDAY
JANUARY28
Movie:The Postman
Always Rings .Twice

cTIWJESC ENTER

THURSDAY
JANUARY28
9pm

FRIDAY
JANUARY29
TGIF 2-6pm
Miss UCF liv~ 7pm ·
SUNDAY
JANUARY31
Super Bowl Party 5pm
MONDAY
FEBRUARY1
Movie:Dragnet

MONDAY
FEBRUARY 1
9pm

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Ross A. Wolf
Ca~inet Position: Attorney General
Major:
Mathematics Education
Senior
Class Status:
Office Number: SC 1~2, 275-2191

Name:

What are the needs or concerns of the Student Body? .
Students are concerned with the many aspects of student life ... academic excellence,
social atmosphere, school spirit and university pride are some of those campus-wide
concerns. Student, faculty and administration relations also are an obvious concern of many
students. By creation, a better relationship among the students, faculty and staff, we can
work together to make our concerns realized and understood.

/ What are the responsibilities of you~ position (what do you do)? .
The office of Attorney General is responsible for representing the Student Body in
,
legal cases. I can help students through the process of a grade appeal or a teacher grievance, as well as represent the UCF Student Government
in any case in which it is involved. I am also the Legal Advisor to the Student Body President. My job entails reviewing UCF & Florida
statutes to ensure that Student Government is acting within the boundaries of the law.

Student Government... Students Serving Students. ·
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Servies Fees, as al1ocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida.

•
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'Nam comedy ·nick good
by Barbara Grimm

•

t

It's no wonder there was so
.much excitement buzzing
NEW YORK LAUDERDALE
through the air among critics
s16o.oo
$138.oo
s19g_oo
ssa.oo
and movie-goers alike, even
Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply. before Good Momfng •Vietnam was released. After all,
it's not every day someone
makes·a comedy out the Vietnam War without managing
to offend anybody. And when
Robin Williams is thrown in
as the main character, you've
- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 got a tempting piece of hilarity that's sure to be a hit.
Although it has its moStore Hours:
ments, this movie falls a bit
M-F:9:00-7:00
short
of
one's
Sat.:9-6
expectations. Good Momtng,
Sun.: 11 :00-5:00
Vietnam enlists the talents
of comedian Robin Williams
MEAT MART - UNION PARK

'Bryans '!'rave[ Inc.

~

to portray Adrian Cronauer,
an enthusiastic Air Force
disc jockey who is sent to an
Armed Forces radio station
in Saigon with a mission to
entertain the troops. Yet
much to the dismay of the
guys that run the radio station, Adrian tosses out the
old Lawrence Welk and Percy
Faith melodies and blasts
the airwaves with good, old,
modem ( for 1965 } rock n'
roll. His bosses fight to get
him off the air as if their lives
depend upon it, but to no
avail... Cronauer is just too
popular.
Although his choice of
music causes a lot of strife,
his twice-a-day broadcasts
are dominated by clever, one-

liners and hilarious impersonations that cause an even
greater outrage. But hey,
this is Robin Williams at his
best. His radio shows are
filled with sharp, original wit
that moves so fast you feel
like you'll never stop laughing. In fact, rumor has it he
ad-libbed most of his on-theair monologues and considering Williams' talent that's
no surprise.
Unfortunately,
good
things don't last forever and
after the first hour of this·
movie, it's downhill all the
way. In fact, the first half of
the movie is so good that you
don't really notice the faults

SEE ROBIN PAGE 8

LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR PARTY NEEDS!

275-9692 •

Make the
responsible
choice.

TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

1.5 Ml. west of Alafa a Tr. 10376 E. Colonlal Dr. Orlando FL 32817

Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
·
AMember of
Mears Transportation Group

NOW

0 PEN!

SERVING LUNCH AND DINNER

10145 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(Corner of Dean Rd. + University)

679-5800

IT·s A

PARTY

/FA--•

EV1 11\'

NIGHT
MONDAY -·25¢ Beers 8-10
TUESDAY-UCF NIGHT
l

• $1.00 Admission with l.D.
• $3.00 Pitchers of Budweiser

WEDNESDAY - Crazy Night ·
• Import Special Every Hour

~~HERWOOD

CAPITAL

A Career in the Stockmarket. Learn how you Suite 350, 9250 Baymeadows Rd.
can enter the exciting and lucrative world of the
professional stockbroker. Due to expansion, Jacksonville, FL 32216
we are seeking creative, intelligent individuals or call Mr. PAUL KOTOS,
with an interest in the financial services indusBranch Manager
try. If you have sales ability, and are seeking an
environment that will allow you to grow, send telephone# 1-800-331-8217 or
your resume to:
. 1-904-739-3434

Member NASD and SIPC

--
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ROBIN FROM PAGE 7
that run through the entire
movie.
But all of a sudden, the
jokes stop and the flaws become all to evident. The transitions between scenes are
all too rough, and you have to
take a minute to figure out
what's going on every time
the scenes change. Further-

Read the
Classifieds
in the
Nude!
For information on

how to place a
classified adJ call
Mike at The Central Florida Future.

275-2607

35nu11

. ~®0®LF

Prints

and Slides
from the
same roll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film-with the same microfine
grain and rich color saturation Hollywood's top srudios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots. You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light-at up to 1200
ASA. ·What's more, it's economical.
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
" 1986SFW

--------------FREE Introductory Offer

0 RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of

Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera.
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack including
Easonan 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed
is $2 for postage and handling.
10091> Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ __

tfP-=:_ __

STATE

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks CODE
500 3rd Ave.-W.
P.O. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 98124
KoJ:.k . ~H7 .1nJ H91

.1ti:

rr;lJcm.1rh nl E.urm.1n KoJ.1~ Cn. Stonrr l ~
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more, the subplot where
Cronauer chases a young
Vietnamese woman and befriends her terrorist brother
is completely pointless and
at times downright boring.
As the fihn progresses, you
come to realize that the it has
transformed from offbeat
and amusing to sensitive and
touching and for the life in
you, you won't be able to figure out why.

THE POWER
TO OVERCOME.

tr
u~

·~·~..
~ •.-• Financia{Aitf

The second half of Good
Vietnam
leaves
you feeling less than exhilarated and slightly disappointed.
e 1988 SRG Private Sector Scholarships and Gran ts (graduate and
But as they say, 'the good
undergraduate) are available regardless of family
often overrides the bad, and
income, MILLIONS GO UNCLAIMED EACH YEAR.
such is the case for this
Results Guaranteul!
movie. Still, Good Morning,
For information, call toll~free
Vietnam is well worth your
(800) USA-1221, ext. 0627
time and it embodies too
unique of a storyline too 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - miss.
Morning,

~ ~ ~

for C o[[ege
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm - 9pm

1
1

:

• Model Composites
• Wedding Photos
• Portraits

:

1
I

I
I
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